[Interactions of HIV-1 DNA heterocyclic bases with viral DNA].
Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 integrase is one of three viral enzymes, and it realizes a key process of the viral replication cycle, i.e. viral DNA integration into infected cell genome. Integrase recognizes nucleotide sequences located at the ends of the viral DNA U3 and U5 LTRs and catalyzes 3'-processing and strand transfer reactions. To study the interactions between integrase and viral DNA at present work, we used modified integrase substrates mimicking the terminal U5 LTR sequence and containing non-nucleoside insertions in one or/and both strands. It is shown that the substrate modifications have no influence on the integrase binding rate, while the heterocyclic bases removal in the 5th and 6th substrate positions and in the 3rd position of the substrate processed strand distinctly inhibits the integrase catalytic activity. This fact demonstrates these bases significance for the active enzyme/substrate complex formation. On the contrary, modification of the 3rd position within substrate non-processed strand stimulates 3'-processing. Since heterocyclic base elimination results in disruption of the DNA complementary and staking interactions, this result shows that DNA double helix destabilization close to the cleaved bond promotes the 3'-processing.